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Marc Levy



Marc Levy



A SPIN ON THE HORIZON



P.S. FROM PARIS... PUBLISHERS:



 Marc Levy Fanpage -  @marc_levy



Fiction / 400 pages



Fiction / 400 pages



Material: copies in French,



Material: copies in French



manuscript in English



Publication: February 2015



Publication: February 2015



A novel about life, love, and death. Because after that, nothing is quite the same.



"The best Marc Levy to date." — VSD



Neuroscience students Hope, Josh, and Luke are an inseparable trio bound by unwavering friendship and a genius idea. Where does our consciousness lie? Is it possible to transfer it? To preserve it? When one of them becomes terminally ill, they decide to attempt the impossible and make their extraordinary project come true. Moving and mysterious yet full of humor, A Spin on the Horizon is a timeless love story with an unforgettable denouement.



They met through a dating website, but instead of lovers, they became friends. And they intend to keep it that way. Marc Levy returns to his roots with this totally unpredictable and irresistible comedy about love and friendship.



PRAISE FOR A SPIN ON THE HORIZON: MARC LEVY is the author of 17 novels, published in 49 "His best book! A killer!" 



— LE PARISIEN



languages. With over 40 million copies sold, he is the most read French author alive today. After winning the



"One of Marc Levy's most moving plots. A beautiful 'Sleeping Beauty 2.0,'



hearts of European readers, his success has expanded



with a most striking heroine." 



to countries around the globe. In the past year, over one



— RTL FRANCE



million copies of his books were sold in China alone. "An unexpected journey." -4-



— FEMINA



-5-
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Adélaïde de Clermont-Tonnerre



THE LAST OF OUR KIND  @adeclermont



PRAISE FOR THE LAST OF OUR KIND:



AN IMMEDIATE BESTSELLER, NOMINATED FOR THE GRAND PRIX DE L'ACADÉMIE FRANÇAISE, THE PRIX RENAUDOT, PRIX DE FLORE, PRIX JEAN GIONO, PRIX INTERALLIÉ, AND PRIX LANDERNEAU "This season's big book." 



— EUROPE 1



"Absolutely magnificent ." — TATIANA DE ROSNAY



Fiction / 400 pages Material: copies in French



"Everyone is talking about it. A spellbinding novel..." 



Publication: September 2016



"Gripping and brilliant." 



An impossible love story, at a time when everything was possible... New York, early 1970s. Werner Zilch is an up and coming entrepreneur—young and dashing, hungry for recognition and success. Werner was adopted as an infant and knows nothing of where he came from…until he meets Rebecca,











— ELLE — MARIE FRANCE



"This fall's page-turner." — RTL FRANCE "A word of advice: don't start reading this page-turner right before bed, or you'll be staying up all night to finish it." 



— PSYCHOLOGIES



the daughter of an affluent and established family, and falls madly in love. But



"This autumn’s page-turner... a grenade of a book, perfectly crafted for



unless he can uncover the truth of his past, he risks losing her.



translations, and as sleek as a Maserati." 



Layer by layer, Werner unravels the complex story of his origins. Born during the bombing of Dresden in 1945, he was brought to America after the war as part of Operation Paperclip—the mission that allowed the brilliant Nazi



“A great read. Well-paced and deeply researched." 



— JEAN-CHRISTOPHE RUFIN



scientist Von Braun (the inventor of the V2 missile) to discreetly relocate to America without any trial or fuss, along with 117 other German nationals. Why was Werner traveling with Von Braun, and what had his family done during the war? These are some of the questions Werner has to answer if he is going to have a chance of winning back Rebecca.



ADÉLAÏDE DE CLERMONT-TONNERRE is a journalist and novelist based in Paris. Her first novel (Fourrure) was published to much acclaim, won five literary prizes, and was a finalist for the Goncourt prize for début fiction. The Last of Our Kind is her second novel.



Just when he feels their love is invincible, he realizes it might be impossible… PUBLISHERS: France (Grasset), UK (Hodder). -6-



— LE POINT
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Alice Adams



PRAISE FOR INVINCIBLE SUMMER:



INVINCIBLE SUMMER



“Alice Adams’ irresistible debut novel falls squarely into that most English of genres: the comedy of manners... A crackerjack storyteller who deeply inhabits her characters.” 



— THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW



 @Alice Adams



“From 1990s druggy raves to fretting about start-ups and IVF in the 2010s...



Fiction / 320 pages



no surprise there are already signs of this proving a word-of-mouth hit.”



Material: copies in English







Publication: June 2016



— THE SUNDAY TIMES



“[Adams’] characters are nearly impossible not to root for, and she



One Day meets A Visit from the Goon Squad in this debut novel that follows four friends from their college graduation through the dramatic subsequent two decades of their lives. Inseparable throughout university, Eva, Benedict, Sylvie, and Lucien graduate into an exhilarating world on the brink of the new millennium. But as their



captures their often troubled dynamics with tremendous empathy and charming wit… Breezy with substance; an absorbing summer read.” “A



moving



debut...



[a]



bittersweet







and



— KIRKUS REVIEWS



compassionate



novel.”



— THE WASHINGTON POST



twenties give way to their thirties, the four friends find their paths diverging as



"Easy yet not insubstantial, this debut is a sweet toast to enduring friendship."



they struggle to navigate broken hearts, thwarted dreams, and life’s stubborn







refusal to turn out as expected.



— ELLE, “19 SUMMER BOOKS THAT EVERYONE WILL BE TALKING ABOUT”



“A fun and frothy debut novel.”



With each summer that passes, they try to remain as close as they once were







— O, THE OPRAH MAGAZINE



and hold on to the things that matter most. But who knows where any of us will be in twenty summers’ time? Invincible Summer is a dazzling depiction of the highs and lows of adulthood, introducing Alice Adams as a wise, witty, and irresistible new voice.



ALICE ADAMS has a B.A. in Philosophy from the University of Bristol and an M.A. from the University of Manchester, and since a stint as an analyst in the City has had fiction published in various places including The Times and Dark Mountain. Invincible Summer is her



PUBLISHERS: Brazil (Novo Conceito), Denmark (Gads), France (Albin Michel),



first novel and she’s hard at work on her second. She



Germany (DuMont), Italy (Mondadori), North America (Little, Brown), UK



lives in North London but escapes into the wilderness



(Picador).



as often as possible. -8-
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Danielle Thiéry



Andrea Carter



 Danielle Thiery Auteur



 @andysaibhcarter



Thriller / 350 pages



Mystery / 300 pages



Material: copies in French



Material: copies in English



Publication: September 2016



Publication: June 2016



TREACHEROUS STRAND



TABOO



A baby and her mother disappear from a Bordeaux hospital leaving Commissaire Marion's team with their most riveting case yet. Bordeaux, France. Just days before Christmas, a mother and her baby disappear from their hospital room. For this high-profile case, riddled with contradictory clues and tracked by the press, high-ranking Commissaire



“Hugely enjoyable...” – THE IRISH INDEPENDENT The second installment in the Solicitor Ben O’Keeffe series. A woman’s body washes up on a remote beach on the Inishowen Peninsula. Partially clothed and bearing a strange tattoo on her thigh, she is identified as Marguerite Etienne, a French woman who had been living nearby.



Marion is called in to help move the investigation forward. Newly assigned is



Solicitor Ben O’Keeffe is consumed with guilt. Marguerite was her client,



a young psycho-criminal profiler named Alix de Clavery. An expert in crimes



and for the second time in her life Ben has failed someone who needed her,



against children, Alix is as brilliant as she is quirky and inexperienced.



with tragic consequences. Disturbed by what appears to be chilling local



While Alix pushes on with the investigation, drawing lines between the kidnapping and other cases from her research and past work, the police insist on sticking to the facts. Even though her colleagues are unwilling to consider certain taboos, Alix ultimately uncovers a more frightening possibility…



indifference to Marguerite’s death, Ben crosses boundaries both personal and professional to piece together the last few weeks of the French woman’s life in Inishowen. What she discovers causes her to question the fragile nature of her own position in the area.



DANIELLE THIÉRY is the first woman to have reached the rank of Chief



ANDREA CARTER is a barrister living in Dublin. She lived and worked on the



Commissioner in the French police and is a pillar of French thriller writing.



Inishowen Peninsula in County Donegal as a solicitor for a number of years.



Since first creating a TV series based on her investigations, she has written



Her first novel, Death at Whitewater Church, was a winner at the 2013 Irish



countless bestsellers and earned numerous prizes, including the prestigious



Writers’ Centre Novel Fair.



Prix Quai des Orfèvres. PUBLISHERS: France (Ombres Noires). - 10 -



PUBLISHERS: World English (Constable & Robinson/Little, Brown), Germany (Goldmann). - 11 -



Suellen Dainty



THE HOUSEKEEPER



Justin Huggler



THE RETURN HOME



www.suellendainty.com



 @justinhuggler



Fiction / 300 pages



Fiction / 200 pages



Material: galleys in English



Material: manuscript in English



Publication: February 2017



Publication: April 2017



THE



RETURN



HOME



JUSTIN HUGGLER



"I am the Housekeeper, the hired help with a messy past who cleans up other people’s messy lives, the one who protects their messy little secrets."



The Return Home is the story of how a distant war can suddenly become shockingly present, and of the love and support that enables us to ride the greatest of storms.



When Anne Morgan’s successful boyfriend – who also happens to be her



Ten-year-old Ben Merryweather knows that his uncle Jack recently lost his leg



boss – leaves her for another woman, Anne finds herself in desperate need of



in the war, but he doesn’t know where in the world that war is – certainly not



a new job and a quiet place to recover. Meanwhile, her celebrity idol, Emma



on his home island of Jersey – and he has no idea of the true extent of Jack’s



Helmsley (England’s answer to Martha Stewart), is in need of a housekeeper.



injuries. Nor can he understand why his parents are so worried about taking



Emma advises her devoted followers on how to live a balanced life in a hectic



Jack in during his hour of need.



world. Her husband is a high profile academic, and her two children are well-



When Jack, a war correspondent and wayward soul, returns home from



adjusted teenagers. On the surface, they are the perfect family. But Anne soon



Afghanistan, he turns the lives of the Merryweather family upside down. To



finds herself intimately ensconced in the Helmsley’s dirty laundry, literally and



Ben and his siblings he seems frighteningly changed. The children watch



figuratively. Beneath the dust and grime, everyone has a secret to hide and



helplessly as the man they remember struggles to bring himself back from



Anne’s own disturbing past threatens to unhinge everything.



the brink – little thinking that they themselves might prove to be his path to



SUELLEN DAINTY grew up in Australia where she wrote for The Sydney



redemption. JUSTIN HUGGLER read English at Oxford before becoming a foreign



Morning Herald and The Australian before moving to London to work for Sky



correspondent for The Independent for nine years. He travelled extensively in



News, producing and directing the original series of The Book Show. The



Iraq covering the American-led occupation and reported from the front line of



Housekeeper is her second novel.



the 2001 war in Afghanistan. The Return Home is his second novel.



PUBLISHERS: North America (Atria).



PUBLISHERS: UK (Short Books).
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Sabri Louatah



PRAISE FOR THE SAVAGES:



THE SAVAGES



“Ferrante... Knausgaard... Louatah... Three literary series that are better than anything.” 



— GRAZIA



“Sabri Louatah is possessed by Dostoyevsky’s feverishness and Tolstoy’s exuberance. The Savages blows current French literature away. It’s  Sabri Louatah Fiction / 300 pages / 4 volumes Material: copies in French, manuscript in English Publication: January 2016



unputdownable, nerve-rackingly fluid.” 



— EL WATAN



“A stunning work of fiction. A triumph.” 



— LE POINT



“A compelling and expansive socio-political thriller... The Savages evokes the nineteenth-century feuilleton, but its pace is best described as “televisual,”



“Powerful and addictive. An outstanding modern tale.” – LIRE It’s election day and France is in shock: the first Arab candidate, projected



reflecting a tightly coiled American television series such as The Wire. Fans of the French Canal+/BBC collaboration Engrenages will appreciate its blend of urban grit, cliffhangers and scrutiny of the French justice system.” 



— THE TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT



to win, has just been shot. The Nerrouche family is devastated to discover that one of their own – Nazir, who has ties to Islamic extremists – is the prime



“An



suspect.



Zola’s novels, the writing is remarkable. Original and convincing.”



As riots break out in the aftermath of the attempted assassination, the



ambitious



social



fresco,



with







echoes



of



falls to the favorite son, Fouad, to clear his family’s name. But what if the whole assassination attempt and manhunt was in fact a far-reaching, clandestine plot intended to alter the course of history?



luminous descriptions have the intensity and resonance of first-class literary fiction. The Savages has been met with unanimous acclaim from critics and readers alike. PUBLISHERS: Algeria (Chihab), France (Flammarion|Versilio), Germany (Heyne



SABRI LOUATAH is thirty-two years old and lives in Paris and Chicago. Thanks to his insatiable appetite for American literature, his English is fluent. In 2005, while riots were breaking out across France, he read Demons by Dostoyevsky and was inspired to write The Savages.



Core), Italy (Mondadori), Netherlands (Luitingh-Sijthoff), Spain (Random House Mondadori), Turkey (Trend), TV (Chic Films & Canal+). - 14 -



and



— VIRGINIE DESPENTES, LE MONDE



Nerrouches become a convenient political scapegoat for the country’s elite. It



Louatah has written a gripping saga. Its vulnerable, flawed characters and



Millennium
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NON-FICTION



Margareta Magnusson



THE GENTLE WAY OF SWEDISH DEATH CLEANING



THE GENTLE WAY OF



SWEDISH



Death Cleaning



But before that we can try to do almost anything. You have probably been given this little book by one of your



There is a reason for this. You have collected so much wonderful stuff in your life – stuff that your family and friends can´t evaluate or take care of. HOW TO MAKE YOUR LOVED ONES’ LIVES EASIER AND YOUR OWN LIFE MORE PLEASANT



Margareta Magnusson



Material: manuscript in English



"The only thing we know for sure is that we will die one day.



children or from someone in the same situation as you and me.



HOW TO MAKE YOUR LOVED ONES' LIVES EASIER AND YOUR OWN LIFE MORE PLEASANT Non-Fiction / 160 pages



FROM THE GENTLE WAY OF SWEDISH DEATH CLEANING:



A charming approach to putting your life in order so your loved ones won't have to... There’s a word for this in Swedish: Döstädning, literally, “death cleaning."



Let me help you! Let me make your loved ones’ memory of you nice – instead of awful." — MM



From clothes and books to stuff you just can’t get rid of, stuff that only matters to you... The Gentle Way of Swedish Death Cleaning offers indispensable advice on questions you will inevitably face: How do you deal with your secrets? Sort through photographs and letters? Avoid heirs fighting over your belongings after you are gone? A practical book based on personal experience and anecdotes, The Gentle Way of Swedish Death Cleaning will also guide you in making the process uplifting rather than overwhelming: it focuses on the importance of living—even through death cleaning.



MARGARETA MAGNUSSON was born in Sweden and has lived all over the world. She graduated from Beckman´s College of Design in Stockholm and her work as an artist has been exhibited in galleries from Hong Kong to Singapore. She is also a mother of five.



Swedish-born Margareta Magnusson is by her own admission aged between 80 and 100. She has death cleaned for herself, and for several family members after their passing. When her husband died, she had to downsize her home:



JANE MAGNUSSON is a writer, journalist, and filmmaker



the experience forced her to recognize the power of "death-cleaning" and



in Sweden. A graduate of Brown University, Jane spent



the concerns that must be addressed to do it with thought and care. Done



a number of years as a culture and film reviewer for



well, the approach not only makes things easier for your loved ones later on,



Sweden’s leading daily newspaper, Dagens Nyheter,



it allows you to revisit the lifetime of memories accumulated with your things.



before becoming an on-air correspondent and producer for Sweden’s nighttime culture show, Kobra.
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Frank Krake



PRAISE FOR MISTER MENTHOL:



MISTER MENTHOL



"Mister Menthol is remarkable in many ways; but above all it is an enthralling love story.” 



— HEBBAN



"The story of Joseph Sylvester is now beautifully told in Frank Krake's Mister Menthol. Joseph is a true hero who showed the world that real love is



Non-Fiction / 310 pages



colorblind."



Material: copies in Dutch, partial in English







Publication: April 2016



— JEFFREY SPALBURG, DUTCH ACTOR



“This fast-paced documentary novel is full of historical research. Beautifully



A true story: a tale of love, survival, and the tenacity of the human spirit.



rendered, [Mister Menthol] is a wonderful record of its era.” 



— NBD BIBLION



Amsterdam, 1925. After leaving behind the poverty of his native St. Lucia and the racism he faced during his years in the US, Joseph Sylvester finally arrives in the Dutch capital. A natural entrepreneur, with an irresistible twinkle in his eye, he seizes the opportunity to introduce the Dutch to an alien concept, dental hygiene. Joseph's toothpaste business quickly flourishes, earning him the unforgettable nickname: Mister Menthol. (L) Joseph and Rose; (R) Joseph



It isn’t long before business is booming and Joseph has become a huge



with the German wards at Schoorl



success. He soon catches the eye of a beautiful Dutch model, Rose, while



labor camp, 1940.



selling his wares at the market. Rose grew up in a conservative Catholic home, but not even her family can stop the two from falling in love. Despite the prevailing prejudices of the time, they get married. Twelve happy years go by before the Nazis invade Holland and everything changes. Joseph and Rose are cruelly pulled apart, choosing to divorce out of love to protect Rose. Once again, their love must defeat all odds... Mister Menthol reveals the extraordinary adventures of a man before his time and the love of his life as they face the most extreme circumstances of the twentieth century. PUBLISHERS: Holland, UK (Arcadia). - 20 -



FRANK KRAKE is a Dutch entrepreneur who grew up listening to his grandfather's stories about Joseph Sylvester. When it was decided to build a statue of Joseph in his hometown of Hengelo, Frank began diligently researching. An immediate bestseller, Mister Menthol was shortlisted for the prestigious Hebban Award for Non-Fiction.
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Fabrice Midal



SCREW IT! GIVE YOURSELF A BREAK



FROM SCREW IT! GIVE YOURSELF A BREAK: Stop obeying



you are intelligent



Stop being wise



be enthusiastic



FROM DOING TO BEING



Stop being calm



live in peace



Stop striving to be perfect



accept your faults



www.fabricemidal.com



Stop rationalizing



let it be



Non-Fiction / 200 pages



Stop comparing



be yourself



Material: manuscript in French



Stop being ashamed of yourself



be vulnerable



Publication: January 2017



Stop torturing yourself



become your own best friend



Stop wanting love



be benevolent



"Over the years, I have given many conferences and inevitably come away with the same conclusion: we torture ourselves. We torture ourselves because we want to ‘do better.’ We torture ourselves, even when nothing is being asked of us. Liberate yourself from protocols, rules, and emergencies that don’t exist – give yourself a break!" Be calm… Stop stressing… Embrace the universe… Try Yoga… Be fulfilled… – and that’s an order! We're overwhelmed with these sorts of commands and



PRAISE FOR FABRICE MIDAL: “How can we change ourselves and the world around us? With conviction and clarity, Fabrice Midal shows us how to make a lasting place in our hearts for generous Love." — CHRISTOPHE ANDRÉ



we often torture ourselves to "try harder," yet never feel that we’re doing quite enough. Fewer people than ever are able to control the stress of modern living. And while the remedies leave us feeling guilty, there is in fact a real solution much closer at hand. In Screw It! Give Yourself a Break, with great clarity and sparkle, Fabrice Midal debunks the most common demands and fears, opening the way for readers to… well, give themselves a break.



FABRICE MIDAL has a Phd in philosophy from the University of Paris. The founder of The Western School of Meditation and author of several bestsellers, he is one of France’s leading teachers of dharma and meditation.



PUBLISHERS: France (Flammarion|Versilio). - 22 -
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Franklin Servan-Schreiber



Franklin Servan-Schreiber



Marie de Hennezel



« Avec mes frères, nous avons toujours été unis et solidaires, soudés par les joies de l’enfance et les ambitions de la jeunesse. Lorsque David, l’aîné, l’auteur du best-seller Anticancer, rechute de sa tumeur, toutes nos forces sont mobilisées et nous l’accompagnons jusqu’au bout de son plus grand défi. Il nous avait dit, l’avait écrit : la mort n’est pas injuste. Pourtant, du fond de ma tristesse, confronté à cette disparition trop soudaine bien qu’annoncée, je ne pouvais que m’interroger sur le sens de l’existence : avais-je pleinement vécu ? aurais-je des regrets à la fin ? Et je me souvins de cette fameuse phrase de Confucius que citait notre frère Émile: “On a deux vies, et la deuxième commence lorsqu’on se rend compte qu’on n’en a qu’une.” Je suis alors allé à la rencontre d’un vieil ami de David, Yves, un homme de quatre-vingt-huit ans, d’une expérience de vie admirable doublée d’une profonde sagesse. “C’est un prince”, m’avait-on dit. C’est avec lui que j’entrepris cette recherche de sens. »



THE FORCE OF THE SPIRIT



Quatre frères, un ami, et la recherche du sens de la vie est un récit bouleversant, un témoignage plein d’espoir et une réflexion à la fois spirituelle et scientifique sur notre quête du bonheur et notre destin commun face aux défis écologiques et technologiques qui s’annoncent.



SEARCHING FOR MEANING



 @mdehennezel



Non-Fiction / 300 pages



Non-Fiction / 220 pages



Franklin Servan-Schreiber est le troisième fils de Jean-Jacques ServanSchreiber, le fondateur de L’Express et homme politique. Il a suivi une double formation d’ingénieur et d’historien à l’université Carnegie Mellon, aux États-Unis. Il a travaillé dans les médias et la technologie à New York, la philanthropie culturelle à Tokyo, le sport à Lausanne, et fondé une start-up à Paris. Aujourd’hui, il se bat contre la pollution des océans par le plastique avec la fondation Race for Water, basée en Suisse.



Material: copies in French



Material: copies in French



Quatre frères, un ami, et la recherche du sens de la vie



FOUR BROTHERS AND AN OLD FRIEND



Franklin Servan-Schreiber Quatre frères, un ami, et la recherche du sens de la vie



Publication: September 2016



€ TTC FRANCE 2016–IX



9:HSMCMB=V^Z\^[:



Publication: September 2016



www.laffont.fr



Versilio



En couverture : © Bernard Sidler



Robert Laffont I Versilio



“A profound and inspiring guide to spirituality. An absolute must-read.” — PSYCHOLOGIES



"Transmission, continuity, and vitality all meet in this inspiring book; impossible to put down." — PSYCHOLOGIES



In this bestselling Fall title, renowned psychologist Marie de Hennezel shares



The four Servan-Schreiber brothers formed a tight-knit, inseparable clan.



her story of an extraordinary friendship that grew out of a mutual questioning



They also came together as the eldest brother – renowned doctor and author



of spirituality, life, death, and the hereafter.



of the international bestseller Anticancer, David Servan-Schreiber – faced his greatest trial: the recurrence of his brain tumor. In the aftermath of David’s death, as Franklin struggled with his brother’s



PRAISE FOR THE FORCE OF THE SPIRIT: “An extremely powerful book.” 



absence, he turned to an old friend of David’s, Yves. Their discussions about







— FRANCE CULTURE



"Marie de Hennezel's book is enlightening..." 



— PARIS MATCH



loss, life, and spirituality pointed Franklin towards a series of reflections on the “good life” that all readers can learn from – a moving, searching journey through loss to acceptance, and even a path to wisdom.



MARIE DE HENNEZEL is a clinical therapist and the author of eleven previous books, including the international bestseller Seize the Day, The Warmth of



FRANKLIN SERVAN-SCHREIBER, a graduate of Carnegie Mellon University,



the Heart Prevents Your Body from Rusting, and Sex After Sixty. She is the



has worked in diverse fields from cultural philanthropy in Tokyo to the Olympic



recipient of the Legion of Honor, the highest honorary decoration in France,



committee in Lausanne and a start-up in Paris. He now lives in Switzerland,



and lives in Paris. Her books have been translated in 22 languages to date.



working to find a solution to oceanic plastic pollution.



PUBLISHERS: France (Fayard|Versilio).



PUBLISHERS: France (Editions Robert Laffont|Versilio).
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Jonathan Starr



Abaarso has so far placed forty graduates in top American universities,



IT TAKES A SCHOOL THE EXTRAORDINARY STORY



OF AN AMERICAN SCHOOL IN THE WORLD'S #1 FAILED STATE Narrative Non-Fiction / 300 pages Material: copies in English Publication: January 2017



An against-the-odds story of an American hedge fund manager who moved to a breakaway region of Somaliland and created a unique school whose students have come to achieve success beyond anyone’s wildest dreams. Jonathan Starr, once a successful hedge fund manager, is not your traditional



from Harvard to MIT, and sends Somaliland a clear message: its children can compete with anyone in the world. Now the initial question Starr was asked demands another: “If such a success can happen in an unrecognized breakaway region of Somalia, why can't it happen everywhere?”



I was walking down a hallway of the school when Harry reached me on my mobile. “Oh yeah, Jon,” he blurted out, “I almost forgot to tell you, but there was a militia at the front gate. They came to kill you, but it’s cool now.” PRAISE FOR IT TAKES A SCHOOL: “There aren’t many high schools in the world... that are so successful in getting alumni into top colleges, let alone one where students speak English as a foreign language and often grew up in poverty.” 



— NICHOLAS KRISTOF, THE NEW YORK TIMES



do-gooder. In 2009, when he decided to found Abaarso, a secondary school



“The kind of aid project everybody endorses!”



in Somaliland, the choice seemed crazy to even his closest friends. “Why,”







they wondered, “would he turn down a life of relative luxury to relocate to an armed compound in a breakaway region of the world’s number one failed state?” To achieve his mission, Starr would have to overcome profound cultural differences, broken promises, and threats to his safety and that of his staff.



— WILLIAM EASTERLY, AUTHOR OF THE WHITE MAN’S BURDEN



"[Jonathan Starr] has put his money where his mouth is... And his commitment goes beyond dollars." 



It Takes a School is the story of how a vision became reality, as Starr set out



JONATHAN STARR is the Managing Director,



to build a school in a place forgotten by the world. It's the story of a skeptical



Headmaster Emeritus, and Founder of Abaarso School.



and clan-based society learning to give way to trust. And it’s the story of the



He previously worked as a hedge fund manager,



students themselves, including a boy from a family of nomads who took off



overseeing over $170 million worth of assets. His work



on his own in search of an education and a girl who waged a hunger strike in



in Somaliland has been featured in The New York Times,



order to convince her strict parents to send her to Abaarso.



The Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg Businessweek,



PUBLISHERS: North America (Henry Holt). - 26 -



CNN, and The Christian Science Monitor. He currently lives in Massachusetts and Somaliland. - 27 -
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Tony Bartelme



A SURGEON IN THE VILLAGE AN AMERICAN DOCTOR TEACHES



Stephen Clarke



THE QUEEN OF LAUGHS



BRAIN SURGERY IN AFRICA Narrative Non-Fiction / 290 pages



www.stephenclarkewriter.com



Material: copies in English



Non-Fiction Humor / 150 pages



Publication: April 2017



Material: manuscript in English



“Tony Bartelme’s superb reporting and writing takes you into the OR and the lives of all those involved.” – TOM BROKAW



“If I just wore beige, nobody would know who I am.” — HER MAJESTY



In Latin, the word for doctor isn’t healer—it’s teacher. Dilan Ellegala, an



If there is one thing typically British about Queen Elizabeth II, it’s that she has



accomplished American neurosurgeon, was on the verge of burning out. In



a sense of humour. It’s not always very subtle, and she laughs loudest at the



search of personal restoration, he risked his career to take a sabbatical at a



antics of animals, but she does like to have fun – even at the most formal and



remote hospital in Haydom, Tanzania.



ceremonial of times. And luckily there are plenty of anecdotes to back this up.



There, he discovered a lack of access to health care so extreme, it’s difficult to



The Queen of Laughs will bring together all those stories from across



imagine. After meeting Emmanuel Mayegga, a medical officer who grew up



Elizabeth’s ninety years, shedding a fresh, slightly mocking, but affectionate



in a mud hut, Dilan realized Mayegga had the skills and intellect to become a



light on Britain’s longest-serving monarch. A short, light-hearted book, it will



great surgeon, and began training him to perform brain surgery.



prove that, in private and in public, whether she is wearing rubber boots or a



A Surgeon in the Village is the story of one man’s journey to change medicine



crown, the Queen always enjoys a laugh.



“Tremendously entertaining.”— SUNDAY TIMES



and make a difference around the world. TONY BARTELME is the senior projects reporter for The Post and Courier in



STEPHEN CLARKE has sold over 2.5 million copies worldwide and his books



Charleston, South Carolina. A Nieman Fellow at Harvard University in 2011, he



have been translated into 24 languages. A Year in the Merde became a word-



was the recipient of the prestigious Gerald Loeb Award and a Pulitzer Prize



of-mouth hit in 2004 and is set for release as a major motion picture in the



finalist for his series of articles which is the basis for A Surgeon in the Village.



next year.



PUBLISHERS: Canada (HarperCollins), US (Beacon Press).



PUBLISHERS: France (Albin Michel).
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Ursula Gauthier



EXPELLED FROM CHINA



BEHIND THE GREAT WALL



Puk Damsgård



THE ISIS HOSTAGE



Narrative Non-Fiction / 200 pages



Narrative Non-Fiction / 350 pages



Material: manuscript in French in January



Material: copies in English



Publication: Spring 2017



Publication: August 2016



“On December 31st 2015, I was expelled from China. My crime? I told the truth.”



“[A] captivating account… an inspiring message.” — NEWSWEEK In a tense and riveting narrative, The ISIS Hostage details freelance



The story of Ursula Gauthier’s expulsion from China made headlines around



photographer Daniel Rye's 13-month ordeal at the hands of the Islamic State



the world. As a French correspondent based in Beijing for six years, she was



after he was captured in Syria, and the misery inflicted upon him and 19 other



singled out by authorities for her piece on ethnic repression in the Xinjiang



hostages by the British guards, including Jihadi John.



region. The fact that no one in China could read the censored article made no difference. Gauthier had treated sensitive topics before: the Tibetan massacres, the Christian resistance, the bravery of militants fighting for justice, the inner struggle of the red dynasty… but she had never had any problem before. Why now? When she refused to make a public apology, a torrent of abuse ensued, escalating from insults to death threats. In this compelling personal narrative, bestselling author and investigative journalist Ursula Gauthier sheds light on the reality of China today. URSULA GAUTHIER is the author and co-author of several bestselling books, including Not the Last Goodbye with David Servan-Schreiber and The Only Girl in the World with Maude Julien. She is the correspondent for L'Obs.



Written with Daniel's full cooperation and based on interviews with former fellow prisoners, jihadists, and key figures who worked behind the scenes to secure his release, The ISIS Hostage reveals for the first time the torment suffered by the captives and tells a moving and terrifying story of friendship, torture, and survival. Bestselling author PUK DAMSGÅRD is the Middle East correspondent for DBC and the recipient of numerous awards, including the 2016 Cavling Award. PUBLISHERS: Czech (Euromedia), Denmark (Politikens), Germany (Riva Verlag), Holland (De Boekerij), Hungary (Europa), Italy (Sperling & Kupfer), Japan (Kobunsha), North America (Pegasus), Poland (Sonia Draga), Portugal (Platano Editora), Slovak (Ikar), Sweden (Fri Tanke), UK (Grove Atlantic), Audio



PUBLISHERS: France (Laffont).



(Audible). - 30 -
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Maude Julien



PRAISE FOR THE ONLY GIRL IN THE WORLD:



THE ONLY GIRL IN THE WORLD



“[Maude Julien is] living proof of resilience... An account as harrowing as it is inspiring.” 



— ELLE



“The Only Girl in the World deals with a serious subject, psychological control, wherein the author—now a therapist—is her own subject. Maude Julien avoids



Memoir / 320 pages Material: copies in French, manuscript in English Publication: Fall 2016



Every now and then a memoir comes along that shows you both the very worst and the best of what humankind is capable. The French bestseller The Only Girl in the World by Maude Julien is one of them. At age three, Maude moved with her parents into a secluded manor. Her father



focusing on resentment or complaints: she remains determined to offer a message of hope.” 



— LIVRES HEBDO



“In these 300 pages, serious but never maudlin, the story is so asphyxiating that you have to remind yourself to breathe from time to time...”



— LE POINT



“Reading about the stupefying resistance Maude developed early on transcends the acts of barbarism described... Books can indeed save lives.” 



— LE JOURNAL DU DIMANCHE



was convinced she should become a “super-human” and carry out important



“This testimony bares all: the nineteen years of seclusion, the privations, the



missions. His quest to develop "the power of her mind" required very strict



sexual and emotional abuse, her mother’s resignation. Despite all of this,



training, including seclusion and starvation. As a young girl, Maude had to learn



music saves her and she learns to trust again in order to become what she is



to hold an electric fence without flinching. She was subjected to complete silence



today, an admirable person.” 



for weeks on end. Her parents locked her in a dark cellar overnight and ordered her to sit still, contemplating death, while rats scurried at her feet – if she moved, the bells sewn onto her cardigan would tinkle and she would be punished. During this grueling upbringing, Maude found solace in the pets she was allowed to keep and in the characters from the novels she read – they taught her emotions such as empathy and love, and provided escape. The Only Girl in the World is Maude’s memoir: a chilling exploration of manipulation and mind-control, and an inspiring testament to the resilience of the human spirit. PUBLISHERS: Australia/NZ (Text), France (Stock), Germany (Droemer), Holland (HarperCollins), Japan (Wave Shuppan), North America (Little, Brown), Poland



“The power of The Only Girl in the World lies in its ability to depict without judging—Julien never laments her situation, instead letting the facts speak for themselves.” — LIBÉRATION MAUDE JULIEN now works as a psychotherapist who studies trauma and helps patients to heal from painful upbringings. For the past ten years she has been conducting anthropological research among Australian Aborigines. She is a frequent contributor to radio and television and is currently preparing a TED Talk.



(Sonia Draga), Portugal (Guerra & Paz), Sweden (Lind & Co.), UK (Oneworld). - 32 -
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ILLUSTRATED



Léonard Anthony & Corinne Bongrand



These forty elegant and artistic illustrations explore eroticism, love, and passion, and lead the reader to imagine new sensual territory. Each image



THE COLORS OF LOVE



provides a welcome initiation to the world of pleasure. The Colors of Love is designed to offer free reign to the imagination and awaken subtle eroticism through the meditative act of coloring.



EXPLORING THE ART OF THE KAMASUTRA Coloring Book / 80 pages



Material: manuscript in French and English Publication: February 2017



Color your way to ecstasy. Based on the ancient text that has been inspiring lovers for nearly two millennia, The Colors of Love invites readers to discover the erotic arts in a whole new way. Give in to the moment, let your hands wander, and explore your hidden desires...



CORINNE BONGRAND worked in fashion and luxury goods before becoming an illustrator. She has created several coloring books for children and adults. LÉONARD ANTHONY is one of the founders of Mediphi, specializing in Meditation, Hypnosis, and Yoga Nidra. Of Indian heritage, Léonard is passionate about the arts, practices, and traditions of India. He has traveled there on multiple occasions to meet with scholars of the



PUBLISHERS: France (Pocket).



Kamasutra.
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Victoire Bourgois & A.J. Lim



DRAW & DREAM A BOOK OF WONDROUS



ADVENTURES AROUND THE WORLD  @Drawanddream_book Coloring Book / 100 pages Material: manuscript in English Publication: April 2017



Grab your pencils—and see the world! Draw the sunrise over the temple of Angkor Wat. Imagine your ideal mask for the Venice Carnival as you glide along the Grand Canal in a gondola. Embark on a journey where both familiar and exotic places invite you to escape and relax. Draw & Dream is a coloring and activity book that offers a passport to 40 locations with fun facts along the way. And why not keep your own journal and draw in your dream destinations as you go? Draw & Dream provides space, inspiration, and adventure for adults and children alike!



From the streets of New York, to the colorful traditions of the Mexican Day of the Dead, to the animal kingdom of the Galapagos, and finally back home at the journey's end. Originally from Paris, VICTOIRE BOURGOIS works as a writer, editor, and art curator in New York City. A.J. LIM is a Brooklyn-based fashion illustrator and designer. She and Victoire met at a ceramics class, and over many cups of tea and many more sketches, they created Draw & Dream. PUBLISHERS: World English (Running Press). - 38 -
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Ramdane Touhami & Victoire de Taillac



AN ATLAS OF BEAUTY Lifestyle / 250 pages Material: manuscripts in French and English Publication: March 2017



An Atlas of Beauty captures the approach to skincare that lies behind the store’s success. The authors have travelled the world to discover secrets of beauty and source raw ingredients used for centuries and passed down through generations. The authors tell the story of each of the eighty ingredients present in An Atlas of Beauty – from Azuki to Prickly Pear to Rose – explaining where they come from, how they are traditionally used, what their components are, how they work, and how to maximize their benefits. This atlas is a voyage through time and space: from Africa, with Baobab seed oil for very dry skin – to South America, with Iris root powder to illuminate the complexion; from North America, with Pascalite, a calming clay for sensitive skin – via Polynesia, with Tamanu oil, a Tahitian remedy – to Asia, with rice bran



From the founders of the “most chic beauty emporium in the world.” — THE NEW YORK TIMES T MAGAZINE



that leaves skin smooth and fresh... Discover the wisdom behind these beauty remedies, which have been tried and tested over time. Authentic, effective, at times legendary, these natural products continue to heal and beautify.



When Jean-Vincent Bully opened his shop on the rue Saint-Honoré in Paris in 1803, he immediately made a name for himself. A talented chemist, perfumer, and cosmetician, he went on to help define the cosmetics industry in the 19th century. He later inspired the character of César Birotteau in Balzac’s Scenes from Parisian Life. Reborn on rue Bonaparte in the heart of the sixth arrondissement, L’Officine Universelle Buly (now spelled with one "l") has emerged as one of the



TAMANU-BASED RECIPES FROM L’OFFICINE UNIVERSELLE



Natural oil



THE PACIFIC TREE



PREPARATION



Calophyllum inophyllum is a large tree from the Clusiaceae family with an opulently green foliage, native to the coasts of East Africa, Southern India and Australia. After the hundreds of clusters of flowers it carries have bloomed, its branches are covered in round, smooth, pea-green fruit, or drupes. Inside each of these, a kernel contains all the benefits of the Tamanu, a sacred tree in Polynesia.



Once the ripe drupes have been harvested, the nuts are separated from the pulp and laid out to dry in the sun for several weeks. This drying treatment causes the oil concentration to rise. The nuts are then cold-pressed, releasing a yellow-green substance with an almost spicy scent. Those who have a taste for it find this aroma incomparably delicious. THE BENEFITS Tamanu oil has a high concentration of linoleic acid – an omega 6 – which acts as a protective agent for the skin, and vitamin E, which skillfully prevents cell oxidation. It’s exceptionally rich in oleic acid - omega 9 - and in aminophylline, calaustraline and inophyllolide, which help the scarring process of skin and heal small flesh wounds. As for the lauric acid, it fights inflammations and decongests the skin, while polyphenols enhance microcirculation.



TEACHINGS FROM TIME IMMEMORIAL Also known as the “Alexandrian laurel”, the Tamanu tree is planted within Polynesian places of worship, because of the traditional belief that gods like to come and rest in its cool shade. The tree’s ritual use was highly codified: its wood, for example, was used for the creation of tiki – anthropomorphic statues, statuettes or amulets. In the traditional pharmacopeia, it is considered a ra‘au tahiti – a medicine and a panacea. The leaves help cure skin conditions, while the blossoms (along with Tiaré flowers) are a constituent part of monoï. The juice from its fruit is prescribed as a cure for headaches, and Tahitian mothers have always cared for their babies by massaging them with Tamanu oil. Western science is still investigating and uncovering the oil’s numerous and mysterious powers.



ANTI-ROSACEA FACIAL OIL Are you infuriated by your skin’s sensitivity to changes in the weather? Keep in mind that the sun is your worst enemy. Are you waging war on these tiny red marks? Is your skin often intolerant? You must limit the inflammation and choose a natural and beneficial ritual. In an opaque pharmaceutical flask equipped with a pipette dispenser, carefully mix 20% Tamanu oil, 10% St. John’s Wort oil and 70% apricot kernel oil. Opt for regular, preventative use PURIFYING, BRIGHTENING MASK FOR THE FACE AND NECKLINE Are you experiencing blemishes caused by stress or your hormonal cycle? The time has come to restore balance. This mask can be applied weekly if necessary. In a hammam bowl, carefully mix one



ANTI-STRETCH MARK SERUM Rub, scrub… find the method that works best for you to effect deep body exfoliation once a week! Combined with the nightly application of this fluid, this will improve the appearance of your skin. In an opaque pharmaceutical flask equipped with a pipette dispenser, carefully mix 40% Tamanu oil, 30% Baobab seed oil and 30% grape-seed oil – along with a few drops of Helichrysum italicum (a.k.a. “Immortal”) essential oil, for its properties and for comfort’s sake. Stretch marks are a common and regrettable nuisance, but applying a regular treatment will make them look much more presentable.



A FEW DROPS This efficacious oil is imbued with so many benefits that it could become an everyday treatment and an essential addition to any beauty kit. Because of its potency, try one drop on the inside of your arm prior to use. Gently dabbed under the eyes, it alleviates dark rings, bags and signs of fatigue; applied topically, it treats irritations as well as the skin’s driest areas; used as an ointment on the scalp it soothes irritations, and balances and reinforces the hair.
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THE JAPANESE ROSE ative to the Himalayas, but thriving as far as Indonesia and Japan, the camellia is an undergrowth shrub whose bestknown species is Camelia sinensis, the tea tree. The japonica variety was acclimatized in Europe in the 17th century. Empress Joséphine de Beauharnais, who had a passion for gardens, made its flowers fashionable and had it planted in the park of the Palace of Malmaison, which harbored hundreds of species and types of new or rare flowers. Cháhuā in Chinese, tsubaki in Japanese, dongbaek-kkot in Korean – the Camellia’s beauty is celebrated globally. Most varieties are ornamental, and their flowers come in a wide array of colors and shapes. Their foliage is dark and glossy. The small flowers of Camellia japonica bear capsules that each hold two to three seeds which, when pressed, yield a fine, marvelous oil.



and their long black hair. In the Ryoan-Ji Buddhist temple, in Kyoto, you can marvel at a camellia that is said to date back to the 14th century. The tree’s branches were used to chase away evil spirits. The arrangement of the flower and its petals, interlocked like those of a compass rose and starched like a piece of fabric, were quick to woo the famous Gabrielle Chanel. The “Great Demoiselle” would soon turn the flower into the triumphant emblem of her modern version of chic. ON COLLECTING CAMELLIA OIL Harvesting occurs in September. The fruit is handpicked from the tree before being steamed; it is then pressed to extract the oil, according to the so-called tamejime method. Today, the bulk of (and the finest) Japanese camellia oil is produced on the Izu Peninsula, about a hundred kilometers from Tokyo. Toshima, where springtime is said to last forever, is famed for the extremely high quality of its tsubaki oil. THE BENEFITS



TEACHINGS FROM TIME IMMEMORIAL The first known mention of camellia oil dates back to 777, when Japan offered some to the ambassador of the Kingdom of Balhae. In The Tale of Genji, a Japanese novel from the 11th century, the women of the court use camellia oil to preserve the youthfulness and radiance of their faces



Camellia oil has a high concentration of oleic acid, an omega 9 fatty acid that helps preserve the suppleness of the skin. It also accelerates the healing process and soothes damaged skin. Linoleic acid (omega 6), palmitic acid and stearic acid protect and beautify the hair by coating the hair shafts.
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most popular and renowned creators of natural beauty products. Authors



L’Officine Universelle Buly is run today by entrepreneur



Ramdane Touhami and Victoire de Taillac have lived around the world and



and creative director RAMDANE TOUHAMI and



worked with some of the biggest names in skincare, cosmetics, and fashion.



cosmetics researcher and specialist in the history of



The Buly headquarters are an “impossibly chic beauty shop dressed up like



beauty VICTOIRE DE TAILLAC. A writer and editor



a nineteenth-century apothecary” (US Vogue) where one can buy Buly’s own



specializing in lifestyle and beauty, STEPHANIE



skincare creations and perfumes, along with other cosmetic ingredients such



HUSSONNOIS-BOUHAYATI works closely with Victoire



as natural oils, vegetal powders, and clay.



and Ramdane, telling the story of L’Officine Universelle



PUBLISHERS: UK (Ebury).



Buly as it continues to grow.
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ON PREPARATION



“During its fall it poured out its water camellia flower”



Water Powder Oil



tablespoon Tamanu oil, one tablespoon Jojoba oil, and three level tablespoons of green clay. Clean skin and a clear head! If the current crisis is severe, complement this treatment with the topical application of nigella oil.



Harvesting occurs in September. The flower’s fruits are handpicked from the tree –steamed and pressed from there according to the “Taméjimé” technique. Today, the bulk of (and finest) Japanese camellia oil is produced on the Izu Peninsula, about a hundred kilometers from Tokyo. The oil from the Oshima region is famed for its high quality.



- Matsuo Basho -



A FEW DROPS



ITS VIRTUES



“A woman’s hair is her life”, a Japanese proverb asserts. Camellia oil is one of the most effective traditional products when it comes to hair care. To sport smooth and shiny hair, with a deep and shimmering color, detangle it calmly and at length using a Tsuge Gushi, a comb made from hard wood, bathed in camellia oil throughout its patient manufacturing process and later regularly coated with this oil to maintain its beauty and efficacy.



Camellia oil is highly concentrated in oleic acid – an omega 9 fatty acid that helps preserve the skin’s suppleness. It also accelerates the process of scarring over, and soothes damaged skin. Linoleic acid (an omega 6), palmitic acid and stearic acid protect and beautify the hair by coating the shafts.



CAMELLIA-BASED RECIPES FROM L’OFFICINE UNIVERSELLE NOURISHING AND STRAIGHTENING HAIR-RINSING LOTION



GENTLEST FACIAL CLEANSING MASK



Rinsing is an important and often overlooked step in the process of washing your hair.Patient rinsing with fresh water can be enhanced by weekly use of this luster-boosting elixir. Add two to three drops of camellia oil to a bowl of tepid spring water, along with a dash of lemon juice. Once your hair is washed, whisk the mixture into a salve and rinse your hair with the resulting solution. Pat your hair dry with a clean, dry cloth, without rubbing



An efficient treatment for the days when you long for a clear, smooth complexion. Using a small bamboo whisk, carefully mix one teaspoon of camellia oil with one tablespoon of honey and three drops of lemon juice. Leave on your face for a few minutes, then gently massage before rinsing out with tepid water. Pat your face dry with a clean, dry cloth.
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Florence Mars & Pauline Lévêque



From a young age, children are taught to say, “Bonjour, Madame” or “Bonjour, Monsieur” when they meet an adult, whether one of their parents’ friends, the supermarket cashier, or the bus driver. A simple “hi” is considered rude.



SAY BONJOUR TO THE LADY



PARENTING FROM PARIS TO NEW YORK Lifestyle / 160 pages Material: manuscript in English Publication: March 2017



From aand young age, children are taught A humorous, illustrated look at French American to say, “Bonjour, Madame” or parenting styles that is also equal parts“Bonjour, loveMonsieur letter totheytwo ” when meet an adult, whether one their of the greatest cities in the world: Paris and New ofYork. parents’ friends, the supermarket cashier, or the bus driver.



A simple “hi”dictate is considered rude. Where French parents rely heavily on the word “No” and what their



Informal greetings abound. Children feel comfortable calling adults by their first name, without having been invited to do so.



children wear, American moms and dads talk everything out with their kids and let them choose their own clothes. French children are well-behaved and stylish; American children are self-confident and creative. Which approach is better? Both – and neither – proclaim authors Florence Mars and Pauline Lévêque, two Parisian moms raising children in New York. Beautifully and playfully illustrated by Lévêque, Say Bonjour to the Lady pokes fun at the extremes of both styles, making for an amusing look at parenting today.



FLORENCE MARS is president of the high-end French children's fashion line Bonpoint in the United States. She lives with her husband and their three children in Brooklyn, New York. PAULINE LÉVÊQUE is a journalist turned illustrator and creator of the Beep Beep children's 16h le goûter: A child 16h may lechoose yogurt, or a chocolate croissant. goûter:fruit, A child may choose fruit, yogurt, or a chocolate croissant.



Anything goes for anAnything afternoongoes snack: pizza, chips, ice cream, dried seaweed . . . dried seaweed . . . for an afternoon snack: pizza, chips, ice cream,



PUBLISHERS: World English (Clarkson Potter). - 42 -



book series. She lives with her husband and their two children in Manhattan.
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Informal g Children feel com by their first n been in



Anne Wehr



BLABLA QUEENS blablaqueens.rocks Humor / 140 pages Material: manuscript in French, sample in English Publication: January 2017



They're wannabes, addicts, best friends. They're wildly outspoken. They're the Blabla Queens. Blabla Queens is an illustrated collection of texts between Pipa and Pipo, two spunky female characters, one doe-eyed and one feline, doing what they do best: poking fun. These two friends hold nothing back and dabble in everything, but their good intentions never last – putting the myth of the perfect woman to rest! Favorite topics stem from current events or the latest buzz: diets, boys, therapy, fitness, burnouts, social media… Anything goes in these witty snapshots of modern life. Overflowing with wild, eccentric ideas, the self-deprecating sense of humor is simply irresistible. In Blabla Queens, Pipa and Pipo are quick to make fun of everything and everyone, especially themselves. ANNE WEHR is an author, illustrator, and artistic director who works with Editions Points and runs her own design studio, Bambi+Heidi. Her Blabla Queens creation extends through her blog, social media, and various offshoots (emojis, postcards, exhibitions, and more). Anne lives and works in Paris. PUBLISHERS: France (Marabout). - 44 -
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Death Cleaning 

published to much acclaim, won five literary prizes, and was a finalist for the ..... plot intended to alter the course of history? Louatah has ... work as an artist has been exhibited in galleries from .... foreign language and often grew up in pove
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cleaning kit 

CLEANING KIT. Q & Pulse grills. 1. Retournez la grille et répétez l'étape 2. Dans le cas d'un barbecue électrique, retirez la résistance. Rincez à l'eau et essuyez ...
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Filter Cleaning Checklist (FR) 
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Death Guard 

formally known by the Imperium as ... summoned by the Death Guard are: Great Unclean One: ... Players are allowed to only summon one Greater Daemon to ...... the Tactical Command forum: http://www.tacticalwargames.net/forums/index.cgi.
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Cleaning up at Termination 

In particular, external resources will stay open even if the objects that reference ... For example, if you open a file or a socket, it will stay open until you close it (or ...
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intake manifold cleaning 101 

Jun 25, 2001 - the big stuff was gone I used brake cleaner to help loosen the rest. The gunk ... Allen wrench set (metric) on a 3/8 socket base. 18. #10 hex ...
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Cleaning Ram MTC.eps 

la presse Ã  la position â€œrelevÃ©eâ€� sans qu'il y ait compactage. Chargement. REMARQUE : Les premiers dÃ©chets chargÃ©s ne seront pas comprimÃ©s les premiÃ¨res ...
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death life after death reincarnation dbid o7q 
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Cleaning a phase mask 

KBr, KRS-5, and all polar inorganic crystals including nonlinear optical .... tabs, press the tab firmly onto the dry polymer film at an edge, allow the adhesive and.
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448KB CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS 

Lave a mano con jabón y agua y coloque boca abajo para que se deje secar por aproximadamente 12 horas. 4. Disperse los palillos y déjelos al aire por dos ...
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Nitrox cleaning procedures.pdf 

Hose Protector, Green, 1/2" n/s --- 1073-29. Hose Protector, Green, 3/8". Part numbers in BOLD ITALICS indicate standard overhaul replacement part. Key # Part ...
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Drain Cleaning Machine - Ridgid Tools 

In this operator's manual and on the product, safety symbols and signal words ... crushed in the drain cleaning cable. ..... Install retaining clip into groove on one.
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Spring Cleaning Sale! - Ansonia Wines 

retail sale discount. WHITE. Accoles 4 Faisses 2012 $24 $21.60 10%. Mure Anemones 2010 $18 $12.60 30%. Mure Riesling 2010 $22 $15.40 30%. Chateau ...
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Drain Cleaning Machines - Mill Supplies 

switch or plugging tools in that have the switch ON in- vites accidents. Grounding prong. Cover of grounded outlet box. Grounding prong. Minimum Wire Gauge ...
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Spring Cleaning Sale! - Ansonia Wines 

RED. I'v'iwÃ© P11 wt Philâ€� 2919 $22 $15.40. Accoles Rendez Vous 2012 $17 $15.30 10%. Boyer Martenot Auxey red 2011 $34 $27.20 20%. Gros HCDN red ...
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Drain Cleaning Machine - Mill Supplies 

Work Area Safety. â€¢ Keep your work area clean and well lit. Cluttered benches and dark areas invite accidents. â€¢ Do not operate tools in explosive atmospheres,.
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Suzuki FA50 Mobylette Exhaust Cleaning 

Conseil du chapeau Ã  Moped Army , qui a inspirÃ© cette rÃ©paration. VÃ©rifiez-les pour tout ce qui concerne le cyclomoteur. OUTILS: Phillips n Â° 2 Tournevis (1).
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Death and History - Extras.pdf 

CHAPTER I. Human Finitude and History - Prolegomena to the Possibility of a. â€œPhilosophy of Historyâ€� and Ontology of History ........................................ 3.
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Time Of Death 

the body temperature at 9 :00 a.m. 26.6 C ; ... We can rewrite this differential equation like this : (E) : θ′ − aθ ... Let f(t) = 41e−0.223t + 21.1 for 3.5 ≤ t ≤ 12.
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Drain Cleaning Machine - Ridgid Tools 

To Couple Cable and Tools ...... limiteur de couple qui arrÃªte la rotation du cÃ¢ble dÃ¨s que l'outil de curage ..... cendie, renversement de la machine, vrillage ou ...
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BELVEDERE Cleaning ... - the Nexcess CDN 

It is also a unique attribute with this natural product to have slight color, texture or sheen variations that will create different shades from roll to roll and also within ...
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Death ... - Franang Zine 

Could you remind your teen years as a young Metal kid, how was it being a ... So this event contributed, that's true, but it ... Jason fashion came up with a totally different strat- egy the .... My position was always to be true to myself and do wha
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Maya's Death Sheet Music 

animato e rubato. 3. 3. 3 mp legato. 3. 3. 3. 7. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 12 rit. mf espress. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 16. 3. 3 rit. 3. 3. 3.
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delusion in death in death series dbid maze 
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